Objective. To assess methotrexate (MTX) adherence using the Medication Event Monitoring System (MEMS) and characterize associations with adherence in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
INTRODUCTION
The conventional synthetic disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (csDMARD) methotrexate (MTX) is the gold standard and primary initial treatment for rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and is administered once weekly typically in doses of between 7.5 and | 561 (up to 45%) or inadequate efficacy, which may influence treatment adherence (1, 2, (6) (7) (8) .
As treatment strategies for patients with RA promote more aggressive dose alterations and switching of therapies to achieve lower disease activity, the importance of measuring adherence and understanding its impact remains critical (1, 3, 9) . Adherence to medications is a blanket term defined as the process by which patients take their medications as prescribed. Medication adherence has three components: initiation, implementation, and discontinuation. Initiation is when the first dose is taken; implementation is the extent to which a patient's actual dosing matches the prescribed regimen from initiation until the last dose; and discontinuation is when the last dose is taken (10) .
In patients with RA, poor adherence, such as stopping medication early or taking a "drug holiday" has been associated with worse outcomes, including reduced improvement in clinical disease activity measures and patient-reported measures, accelerated disease progression, and overall increased costs (11, 12) . Conversely, overcompliance (where the patient has taken more than the prescribed amount of medicine) may lead to more adverse events (13) . In addition, a literature review suggests that patient beliefs and understanding of their medications may have a great impact on adherence (14) .
Many studies of adherence in rheumatology have relied upon review of clinical records, pharmacy prescription fills, and patient reports (15) (16) (17) , all of which have significant limitations affecting the precision and reliability for measuring treatment adherence. The measurement of adherence was advanced by the development of the Medication Event Monitoring System (MEMS), which registers electronically when the cap is removed from a medication bottle (MEMS TrackCap), and has been shown to be a reliable way of determining adherence without being overly intrusive to the patient (18) (19) (20) . Two prior studies have used the MEMS with MTX in a rheumatology clinic setting; the first study examined patients with RA, gout, and polymyalgia rheumatica from three outpatient clinics in the Netherlands (21) , and the second study followed patients with RA from three clinics in Houston, Texas, over 2 years (22) . A study involving a greater number of clinics or direct contact with patients is required to obtain a better sense of MTX adherence in a broad population of patients with RA from the United States.
We used a direct-to-patient approach to conduct an observational study assessing 24- week treatment adherence to oral MTX in patients with RA using the MEMS in a real-world nonclinical trial setting, where a wide variety of patient characteristics, including beliefs about medication, were available. The objective was to assess MTX treatment adherence (with respect to implementation and persistence) and characterize adherence patterns using electronic medication monitoring in a cohort of patients with RA who were "newly treated" (12 months or shorter initiation before study entry) with oral MTX, as monotherapy or in combination with bDMARDs and csDMARDs, in a real-world setting.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Study design and patients. Eligible patients were aged 18 years or older and were living in the United States, had a physician-confirmed diagnosis of RA, and had participated in Forward, the National Databank for Rheumatic Diseases: US (23) . Patients had to be currently receiving oral MTX that had been initiated 12 months or less prior to study enrollment. Patients could have had exposure to oral or subcutaneous MTX prior to the current course but must not have received MTX during the 12 months prior to the current course. Patients also had to be willing to use the MEMS device ( Figure 1 ). Patients were prospectively followed up for 24 weeks, after which adherence patterns were retrospectively determined and correlated with patient characteristics from data collected using questionnaires.
The Forward databank is a longitudinal and comprehensive US-based research databank initiated in 1998 (23) . Forward participants are recruited on a continuing basis from the practices of US and Canadian rheumatologists and are followed up Figure 1 . Study design. *MTX must have been initiated ≤12 months prior to study enrollment; † The implementation period varied from patient to patient; for patients who were persistent for the full 24-week study period, the implementation period was the same as the adherence period. ‡ The Forward questionnaire was administered in January and July but answered at any time, typically within 2 months. BMQ, Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire; MEMS, Medication Event Monitoring System; MTX, methotrexate; RA, rheumatoid arthritis. prospectively with comprehensive questionnaires twice per year. Patients from the United States were contacted to request their participation in this study after indicating that they had initiated oral MTX in the 6-month Forward follow-up questionnaire between August 2016 and March 2017.
Assessments. At study enrollment, patients were mailed a MEMS bottle with a MEMS TrackCap along with the instructions for its use; patients could contact Forward by telephone to ask questions. Patients used the MEMS, which automatically recorded the date and time when they accessed their MTX treatment. It was assumed that the prescribed dose was taken each time the bottle was opened, excluding the opening of the bottle for refills or for other reasons, which were captured in patient diaries provided at baseline. After 24 weeks, the dosing history data were retrieved from the MEMS, and baseline patient characteristics were summarized overall and by categorical adherence levels. Depending on the number of weeks when the dosing regimen was not followed (interrupted), patients were categorized as having 1-week or less interruptions or 2-week or more interruptions. Some of the reasons for nonadherence were captured in patient diaries.
Additionally, at study enrollment, patients were provided with the Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire (BMQ) (24) . The BMQ used in this study included 19 items and 4 components (General-Harm, General-Overuse, Specific-Necessity, and Specific-Concerns) that assess the patient's beliefs about medicines in general and in relation to RA (Online Supplementary Figure 1 ). Patients stated how much they agreed or disagreed with each of the statements, with higher BMQ scores indicating stronger beliefs (24) . Briefly, higher scores on General-Harm and General-Overuse indicate negative attitudes toward medicines. Higher scores on Specific-Necessity indicate stronger beliefs in the necessity of medicines. Higher scores on Specific-Concerns indicate stronger concerns about dependency, toxicity, and disruption.
Primary outcomes. Measure of adherence (overall). Electronically compiled dosing histories using MEMS were used (25) in each individual patient to define a sequence of weekly binary data indicating whether the patient took MTX as planned on a given week (= 1) or not (= 0). This computation resulted in a longitudinal variable of consecutive weekly binary adherence indicators (0/1) over the 24-week follow-up period for each patient. The 24-week individual binary variables were censored earlier if a patient returned the MEMS before the end of 24 weeks.
Measure of initiation. As patients were already treated with MTX prior to inclusion in this study, initiation of MTX therapy was not assessed.
Measure of persistence. Persistence with MTX was defined for each patient as the length of time between study inclusion and the last dose of MTX taken (discontinuation).
Measure of implementation. Implementation of the dosing regimen was measured using the same computation as the measure of adherence described above, but each individual bi-nary variable was truncated at the time of the last dose of MTX taken. Therefore, the extent to which a patient's actual dosing matches the prescribed regimen from initiation until taking the last dose, unaffected by eventual treatment discontinuation, could be assessed.
In addition, more specifically, weekly binary indicators of under-and early dosing were defined as equal to 1 when the patient took fewer or more intakes than prescribed and equal to 0 otherwise. All the individual binary indicators of overall adherence or implementation represent distinct dimensions.
The same outcomes were categorized with respect to the total number and percentage of weeks that patients took the required dosing during the time interval from study initiation to the last dose taken (implementation) or over the 24 weeks of the study (overall adherence). Categories were correct dosing (as prescribed), underdosing (fewer doses than prescribed), and early dosing (doses taken at an interval shorter than prescribed) (Online Supplementary Figure 2 ). Secondary outcomes. Secondary outcomes included associations between covariables (such as baseline patient characteristics and beliefs about medicines) and correct, under-, and early dosing during the adherence (overall) and implementation periods. Reasons for discontinuation of MTX were also assessed.
Covariables. Baseline patient characteristics were retrieved from the most recent Forward questionnaire completed prior to use of the MEMS. In addition to the BMQ, Forward variables were also characterized at baseline; these included demographics ( (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) ), prior or concurrent treatments, prior MTX duration and dose, and total number of concomitant medications.
The BMQ was collected at baseline only. All variables collected in the Forward questionnaire were time dependent, except for constants such as sex and ethnicity. The remaining variables were collected from a maximum of three Forward questionnaires and merged with the MEMS adherence data, using the closest prior questionnaire, during the 24-week study period.
Statistical analysis. In the modeling approaches described below, the baseline demographics listed in the previous section, along with BMI, RA duration, and MTX dose, were included as independent variables. For RA severity variables, only HAQ-II, PtGA VAS, pain VAS, and fatigue VAS were used in the models. Indicator variables of whether the patient was bDMARD-naïve ver-| 563 sus bDMARD-experienced, and of whether the patient received MTX as monotherapy or in combination with another csDMARD or bDMARD, were also included as independent variables. For the longitudinal modeling, time (in weeks) was included, as well as a quadratic term for time (weeks 2 ) to assess for any curvature. Independent variables were included as continuous and as main effects (that is, there were no categorical variables and no interaction terms included).
Baseline characteristics and adherence measures were compared for the patients who had 1 or less interrupted week versus 2 or more interrupted weeks. T-tests and Chi-squared or Fisher's Exact test were used for continuous and categorical variables, respectively. All tests were two-sided, with a 5% significance level. The same approach was taken for comparison of bDMARD-naïve patients and bDMARD-experienced patients as well as for patients receiving MTX monotherapy and concomitant csDMARD/bDMARD therapy.
Adherence (overall) as measured by the binary sequences of weekly correct dosing over the 24-week period was analyzed using a logistic generalized estimating equations (GEE) model using a robust covariance matrix estimator (sandwich estimator), and results were presented as odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Adherence (overall) was subsequently broken down into implementation and persistence. Implementation, as measured by the binary sequences of weekly correct dosing as well as underand early dosing between the first and the last dose, was also analyzed using logistic GEE models. Persistence was estimated using a Kaplan-Meier curve, and factors associated with persistence of treatment (including patient characteristics, BMQ, and efficacy measures) were assessed using Cox regression models. Results were presented as hazard ratios (HR) with 95% CI.
Finally, censored Poisson regression models with an offset to account for difference in duration were used to assess the factors that influenced MTX adherence and implementation by examining the number of weeks that patients were receiving correct dosing. Patients were right censored at the total number of weeks they participated in the study or at the time they had their last dose as prescribed. Similar analyses were conducted for under-and early dosing. For this analysis, independent variables were all measured at baseline. Results were presented as incidence rate ratios with 95% CI.
For all analyses (logistic GEE, censored Poisson, and Cox regression), the best models were searched using backward selection methods with a 10% significance level at which variables could be removed from the model. The full model began with the following variables: age, sex, white, education, employed, BMI, RA duration, Rheumatic Disease Comorbidity Index, HAQ-II, VAS scales (pain, PtGA, and fatigue), prior MTX duration, MTX dose, prior use of non-MTX csDMARDs, prior use of bDMARDs, concomitant treatments, and the BMQ components. At each step, the variable with the largest P value was removed from the model. When all remaining variables met the criterion to remain in the model (P < 10%), the backward elimination process was stopped.
Sensitivity analyses were conducted to provide a comparison with the primary models obtained by backward selection. Adherence (overall), implementation, and persistence were assessed via reduced clinical models (GEE for adherence [overall] and implementation, Cox regression for persistence) that used six variables: age, sex, education, HAQ-II, prior or concomitant DMARD treatment (csDMARDs or bDMARDs), and time (weeks) in the study. The impact of individual BMQ components was also assessed by adding each as the seventh variable in the clinical model.
All statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 14.2 (StataCorp LP).
The handling of missing data from the Forward questionnaire has been previously reported (23) . Missing covariate data on completed questionnaires were handled using multiple imputation by chained equations. Last observation carried forward was performed on one patient who completed a brief questionnaire that omitted variables, such as HAQ, PAS, BMI, etc.
Ethics. The study was conducted in accordance with all legal and regulatory requirements and followed applicable research practices. The study protocol was subject to approval by the investigator's Institutional Review Board/Independent Ethics Committee. All patients provided written, informed consent.
RESULTS

Patients.
A total of 182 patients were invited to participate in the study, of which 119 were eligible and 62 were subsequently enrolled. Two patients were excluded from the analysis (one patient was excluded for not returning the MEMS and the other for not answering the follow-up Forward questionnaire); the final analysis sample therefore consisted of 60 patients. Most patients (85%) each received treatment in a different rheumatology clinic, with the remaining 15% (9 patients) treated across three clinics. No differences regarding demographics, RA severity, or prior treatment were found between eligible patients who did not enroll and patients participating in the study, except for sex, where more women were found in the study group (74% vs 92%). MTX dose was available for 58 patients, only 52 patients had data for PAS and EQ-5D, 1 patient did not complete the BMQ, and only 1 completed the brief questionnaire. Forward questionnaires were collected on average 2.7 months (SD 2.5) (median 2 [quartile 1-3: 1-4] months) before the first use of the MEMS. Patient demographics and baseline disease characteristics are reported in Table 1 .
MTX dosing.
In the 24-week adherence (overall) and implementation periods, respectively, mean correct MTX dosing was 75% and 80% per patient, mean underdosing was 21% and 14% per patient, and mean early dosing was 4% and 6% per patient (Table 2) .
During the overall adherence period, 11 (18.3%) patients had perfect (100%) adherence, 8 (13.3%) had 1 interrupted week, and 41 (68.3%) had 2 or more interrupted weeks, including treatment discontinuation. Online Supplementary Figure 3 shows individual MTX dosing data for all patients using colorcoded cells for each week, illustrating trajectories for persistent and nonpersistent patients.
Association of demographic variables and disease characteristics with MTX dosing using longitudinal models.
The GEE model of adherence over time had to be adjusted for a quadratic function of time, indicating that the average percentage of patients adherent to MTX treatment decreased over time. This appeared to be mainly due to nonpersistence, as the GEE analysis of implementation over time showed that the average percentages of patients correctly implementing, under-, or early dosing MTX treatment were stable over time, and were estimated Figure 4) . Table 3 presents the best models selected by backward selection. GEE modeling for the adherence (overall) period showed that patients with worse PtGA but better HAQ-II disability were more likely to be adherent to MTX at correct dosing levels (OR 1.21 for 1 unit of PtGA, and 0.47 for 1 unit of HAQ-II disability) and less likely to underdose (Table 3) . Patients with prior bDMARDs were 2.4-fold more likely not to be underdosing. In addition, lower levels of education, Caucasian ethnicity, higher disability but lower levels of pain, and stronger beliefs of specific necessity (BMQ) were associated with increased likelihood of not anticipating dosing. Patients became less adherent over time, but this relationship was attenuated in the implementation period compared with the adherence period (Online Supplementary Table 1 ). In the implementation period, similar models were found except for patients who underdosed, where prior bDMARD use and BMQ-General Harm did not remain in the model, and for patients who dosed early, where prior csDMARD use remained but not education level or being employed. Older age and employment were associated with a greater likelihood of treatment discontinuation.
Clinical models (Online Supplementary Table 2 ) that used only six variables as a sensitivity analysis aligned with the primary backward selection models: variables such as HAQ-II disability, time, prior DMARD treatment, and BMQ (as a seventh variable), had similar interpretations, although with different OR estimates. Predictions from the GEE model of correct adherence (overall) and implementation, per both the primary backward selection and clinical models, are presented in Online Supplementary Table 1 for several values of some variables, keeping the remaining variables in the model fixed. For both backward selection and clinical models, there is considerable variation in correct adherence (overall) or implementation by increased HAQ-II disability.
Association of demographic variables and baseline disease characteristics with MTX dosing using Poisson regression models.
No differences were seen in patient demographics or baseline disease characteristics between those patients with 1 or fewer and 2 or more interrupted weeks of MTX use (Table 1) .
Best censored Poisson regression models selected by the backward selection are presented in Table 4 . The models showed that, during the adherence (overall) period, patients who were unemployed, had less disability, had higher PtGA scores, and had not previously used other non-MTX csDMARDs were more likely to have more weeks of correct MTX dosing. When the analysis was restricted to the implementation period, MTX dose was the only important factor, ie those who had been on a higher MTX dose were more likely to have more weeks of correct dosing (Table 4) .
Older age, being in employment, greater disability, less pain, greater prior use of csDMARDs, and longer time on MTX were factors associated with a higher percentage of weeks of underdosing. Restricting the analysis to the implementation period, longer duration on MTX, lower MTX dose, less exposure to other csDMARDs or bDMARDs, and having specific concerns about the medicine were factors associated with more weeks of underdosing while continuing MTX treatment. In both the adherence and implementation periods, higher levels of fatigue, longer treatment duration on MTX, and greater patient beliefs that drugs were overused by physicians were associated Abbreviation: bDMARD, biologic DMARD; BMQ, Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaire; CI, confidence interval; csDMARD, conventional synthetic DMARD; DMARD, disease-modifying antirheumatic drug; HAQ, Health Assessment Questionnaire; MTX, methotrexate; PtGA, Patient Global Assessment of Disease Activity; VAS, Visual Analogue Scale. a P < 0.05. b BMQgGeneral overuse: higher score indicates greater belief that medicines are overused by doctors. c BMQ-specific necessity: higher score indicates greater belief in the necessity of the medication. d BMQ-specific concerns: higher score indicates greater belief in the danger of dependence, long-term toxicity, and disruptive effect of the medication.
| 567 with more weeks of dosing early. Weaker beliefs of the specific necessity of the drug (BMQ) was also found to be associated with early dosing in both periods. Non-Caucasian patients were also more likely than Caucasian patients to have a high percentage of early dosing in the adherence period (Table 4 ).
MTX persistence.
Of the 60 patients included in this analysis, 10 (17%) discontinued MTX prior to the end of the study. This represented an average of 21.7 weeks of follow up in a total of 1303 patient-weeks. At 12 weeks, 92% of patients remained on MTX and at 24 weeks, 83% of patients remained on MTX ( Figure 2 ). As previously mentioned, being older and employed were associated with discontinuation of treatment ( Table 3) .
Association of prior bDMARD use with baseline characteristics, MTX adherence, and MTX implementation.
Overall, 42 (70%) patients had prior exposure to bDMARDs. Patients with prior bDMARD experience had longer disease duration, longer MTX duration, and tended to have weaker association with specific concerns or general harm beliefs (BMQ components) compared with those without previous bDMARD use. No differences were found in RA severity between patients with and without prior bDMARD use (Online Supplementary Table 3 ).
No differences were seen in adherence measures between patients who previously received bDMARDs and those with no prior bDMARD use (Online Supplementary Table 4 ). Similarly, they did not differ in terms of persistence (log-rank P = 0.59). At the end of the study (24 weeks), persistence was estimated and presented as percentages: 81% (95% CI 66% to 90%) for those with prior bDMARD use and 89% (95% CI 62% to 97%) for those with no prior bDMARD use (Online Supplementary Figure 5 ).
Association of concomitant DMARD therapy with baseline characteristics, MTX adherence, and MTX implementation. Overall 26 (43%) patients were receiving other
DMARDs-mostly bDMARDs-concomitantly with MTX. Patients receiving MTX as monotherapy had shorter disease duration and less use of prior bDMARDs, but no differences were found in RA severity based on concomitant csDMARD or bDMARD use (Online Supplementary Table 5 ). Taking MTX as monotherapy was associated with a numerically higher rate of correct dosing versus concomitant DMARD therapy, but this difference was not statistically significant (Online Supplementary Table 4 ). No differences were found in persistence (log-rank P = 0.47), although patients on MTX monotherapy tended to be less likely to discontinue treatment than those receiving MTX with concomitant csDMARDs or bDMARDs. Persistence estimates by the Kaplan-Meier estimator at week 24 were 86% (95% CI 66% to 94%) for monotherapy and 79% (95% CI 58% to 90%) for concomitant therapy (Online Supplementary Figure 6 ).
Reasons for discontinuing MTX. Overall, 12 (20%) patients temporarily discontinued MTX (for 3 or more consecutive weeks and then restarted), and 10 (17%) patients discontinued MTX without restarting during the 24-week period, one at the suggestion of the treating physician. Reasons for discontinuation without restarting MTX obtained from patient diaries indicated side effects as the primary reason in 3 of 10 (30%) patients. Other reasons recorded in the diaries were surgical procedure, illness, and holiday.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge this is one of the first studies assessing MTX adherence using the MEMS in a real-world, nonclinical setting. Furthermore, in this study, adherence to medication was analyzed as implementation (defined as the extent to which a patient's actual dosing matched the prescribed regimen from initiation of the first dose until the last dose taken) and persistence (defined as the length of time between study inclusion and the last dose of MTX taken, ie, discontinuation) (10); we believe this to be the first report of a study in RA using this approach.
Our results showed that MTX adherence gradually decreased over time, even though the majority of patients took it correctly during the overall adherence period (75%) and during the implementation period (80%). Rates of MTX adherence vary across studies depending on a variety of factors, including the definition of adherence and the method of measurement used (7) . For example, in claims-based studies of real-world data, adherence varied from 80% (MTX monotherapy) and 64% to 72% (MTX combination therapy) when measured by medication possession ratio (16) and from 36% to 50% (csDMARDs, including MTX, prescribed with bDMARDs) when measured by prescriptions of csDMARDs filled (38) . Our findings are comparable with the findings of de Klerk et al, who reported that MTX was taken correctly 81% of the time (21) . In both studies, MTX adherence was assessed using the MEMS for a period of approximately 6 months and correct dosing was reported. However, although our study enrolled patients from a research databank, the de Klerk study recruited patients from clinics.
Our study showed that the decrease in adherence observed over time was mainly due to nonpersistence (ie, discontinuation of MTX), as implementation was stable. Although correct dosing may indicate a patient's desire to take the medication as prescribed, it does not reflect continuation of the treatment (persistence). Persistence by week 24 had decreased to 83%. Older age and being employed were associated with discontinuation. Similar persistence levels were reported in a previous observational study of MTX-naïve patients with RA (39), with discontinuations mostly due to adverse events (47%) and lack of efficacy (30%). Our study also showed that one-third of the patients who discontinued permanently indicated side effects as the primary reason.
Of the RA severity measures, HAQ-II and PtGA scores were associated with correct dosing. Patients with worse disability were less likely to be at a correct dose (predictions of the probability of being at a correct dose were 0.83 vs 0.62 for HAQ-II values of 0.5 vs 2, respectively) and more likely to be underdosing (OR of underdosing was 2.63 for 1 unit of HAQ-II); this might be because they have difficulty functioning and taking their medication. Patients with worse PtGA scores were more likely to be correctly adherent, with a stronger effect while they were taking their medication (OR of correct dosing: 1.21 vs 1.28 for 1 unit of PtGA, in the overall adherence vs implementation period). Pain scores were only significantly associated with early dosing, with higher scores linked to a higher likelihood of early dosing.
The use of general and RA-specific BMQs together with the MEMS data was also a unique aspect of this study. Weaker beliefs in the necessity of prescribed medications were associated with the likelihood of taking MTX too early; stronger beliefs in the overuse of medicine were also associated with more weeks of early dosing. However, most of the results using the BMQ were not significant. It is possible that most patients who were recruited had initiated MTX prior to entering the study; this might have influenced these findings as they had some experience with the treatment. Ideally, the BMQ should be administered at treatment initiation so that patients' concerns and beliefs can be captured at the start of treatment and appropriate interventions can be considered at treatment initiation.
We observed a higher percentage of correct dosing within patients in the MTX monotherapy group compared with patients in the MTX combination group; however, the difference was not statistically significant. Nonadherence to MTX is more common in patients receiving combination therapy, for reasons such as treatment burden and safety concerns (38, 40, 41) . There is also a probability that patients receiving MTX combination therapy may assume that they are adequately treated via the new, more advanced therapy and that there is less need to take MTX, or that patients received combination therapy because they were nonadherent to MTX as monotherapy and another DMARD was added due to poor response. These patients on concomitant therapy also had more experience with various bDMARDs, and prior bDMARD use was not associated with correct dosing.
In an earlier study that utilized MEMS to assess MTX adherence over 2 years in 76 patients with RA from three US clinics, 63% of doses were taken as prescribed (22), compared with 75% during the adherence period in our study. Underdosing was comparable in the two studies, but overdosing in the previous study was 14%, compared with 4% of early dosing in our study. A higher proportion of patients in our study were white, had higher household income, and a higher level of health insurance coverage compared with the previous study. Furthermore, as the patients in our study were recruited from all over the United States, we believe that our results may be more generalizable to the wider US population.
Our study has some limitations. Firstly, it is specific to the oral formulation of MTX, thus findings cannot be extrapolated to subcutaneously administered MTX. We did not measure initiation, an important phase of adherence (10), because all patients had already started MTX before enrollment and we were unable to capture initiation history. In addition, most of the patients who entered the study already had prior experience with MTX, which may explain why adherence was higher in these patients than reported elsewhere, as the most common reasons for nonadherence are more often seen early in treatment. Furthermore, patients were analyzed per the definition of implementation, irrespective of the reasons for temporary discontinuation (ie, whether it was the patient's decision to discontinue or if it was instructed by the health care provider). The relatively short study duration and small sample size resulted in limited statistical power and reduced ability to make generalizations but were adequate for generating signals from the wide array of covariables and were suitable for this study, the first of its kind, with patients participating from around the United States.
Although the MEMS is considered to be a no-invasive gold standard for measuring adherence (42) , it has some limitations. The MEMS does not measure the number of pills taken from the bottle; we compensated for this by capturing details in a patient diary. Also, we were not able to time the administration of the BMQ with treatment initiation; this may have led to some of the nonsignificant results seen in our study. Lastly, the number of nonadherent patients was relatively small, and adherence may have been artificially elevated because patients knew they were being monitored electronically; however, a randomized controlled trial assessing the reactive effect of electronic monitoring in type 2 diabetic patients found that the increase in adherence observed with electronic monitoring was nonsignificant compared with patients who were not monitored (43) .
In conclusion, this study demonstrated the feasibility of using remote electronic medication monitoring in a participatory US-wide RA population. It also demonstrated that having | 569 less disability and higher PtGA scores was associated with correct MTX dosing in the overall adherence period and that unemployment and having no prior csDMARD experience were contributing factors to the number of weeks of correct MTX dosing. Our results should help inform physicians of the different stages of adherence, and as different factors may affect adherence during these stages, this study should provide insight into how a thoughtful intervention at each stage could enhance adherence. Physicians could make use of tools, such as the BMQ, to understand their patients' concerns and beliefs about medications prior to treatment initiation, and follow up with patients if they observe that MTX has not been refilled on time. Further research to advance understanding in this area will be helpful to identify and address barriers to optimal adherence. An important next step is to identify patients with suboptimal adherence to MTX in combination with an advanced therapy, which might help identify patients who can benefit from advanced RA treatments at an earlier time. Thus, further work, possibly with longer follow-up periods, is needed to gain a better understanding of MTX initiation and suboptimal MTX adherence and to assess adherence for other csD-MARDs and bDMARDs in patients with RA.
